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The Unnameable Monster in Literature and Film
2013-10-30
this book visits the thing in its various manifestations as an unnameable
monster in literature and film reinforcing the idea that the very essence of
the monster is its excess and its indeterminacy tied primarily to the artistic
modes of the gothic science fiction and horror the unnameable monster retains a
persistent presence in literary forms as a reminder of the sublime object that
exceeds our worst fears beville examines various representations of this
elusive monster and argues that we must looks at the monster rather than
through it at ourselves as such this book responds to the obsessive manner in
which the monsters of literature and culture are managed in processes of
classification and in claims that they serve a social function by embodying all
that is horrible in the human imagination the book primarily considers
literature from the romantic period to the present and film that leans toward
postmodernism incorporating disciplines such as cultural theory film theory
literary criticism and continental philosophy it focuses on that most difficult
but interesting quality of the monster its unnameability in order to transform
and accelerate current readings of not only the monsters of literature and film
but also those that are the focus of contemporary theoretical discussion

The Metaphor of the Monster 2020-10-15
the metaphor of the monster offers fresh perspectives and a variety of
disciplinary approaches to the ever broadening field of monster studies the
eclectic group of contributors to this volume represents areas of study not
generally considered under the purview of monster studies including world
literature classical studies philosophy ecocriticism animal ethics and gender
studies combining historical overviews with contemporary and global outlooks
this volume recontextualizes the monstrous entities that have always haunted
the human imagination in the age of the anthropocene it also invites reflection
on new forms of monstrosity in an era epitomized by an unprecedented deluge of
mis information uniting researchers from varied academic backgrounds in a
common effort to challenge the monstrous labels that have historically been
imposed upon the other this book endeavors above all to bring the monster out
of the shadows and into the light of moral consideration

The Horrid Looking Glass: Reflections on Monstrosity
2020-09-25
from the fictional world of vampires zombies and invaders from other worlds to
the very real world of revolutionary france and in between the nature of the
monster encompasses the very quality that makes them so believable that which
we perceive as other while there is a commonality in this otherness the monster
lurking in the shadows concealed in darkness or conjured with a few lines from
a horror novel suggests the monster as one onto which we are free to project
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the most distorted and un human features in each chapter of this volume you
will discover that the way in which we project what is monstrous is not a
singular other but is in fact a part of our own self identity the greatest
horror of the monster is not that it stands apart but that once we pull it from
the shadow of our own projected imagination we discover that that the monster
we fear is also bound to our own mirror image to look at the monster to name
that which must never be named is to look upon a reflection and embrace a part
of our nature we do not wish to see

What Really Works With Universal Design for Learning
2019-03-07
learn how to really improve outcomes for all students how do we remove learning
barriers and provide all students with the opportunity to succeed written for
both general and special educators from grades pre k through 12 what really
works with universal design for learning is the how to guide for implementing
aspects of universal design learning udl to help every student be successful
udl is the design and delivery of curriculum and instruction to meet the needs
of all learners by providing them with choices for what and why they are
learning and how they will share what they have learned calling on a wide range
of expert educators this resource features an unprecedented breadth of udl
topics including multiple content areas pedagogical issues and other critical
topics like executive function pbis and ebd reproducible research based field
tested tools practical strategies that are low cost time efficient and easy to
implement practices for developing shared leadership and for working with
families educators want to see each and every student succeed this teacher
friendly hands on resource shows how udl can be used to build the flexibility
required to meet students strengths and needs without overwhelming teachers in
the process

Cultivated Plants of Southern Africa 2002
a listing of almost 9000 kinds of plants known to be cultivated in southern
africa or to have been tried here the information is derived from a database
containing details mainly of specimens archived in the national herbarium
pretoria

Chapter Resource 34 Reptiles and Birds Biology 2004
melusine s footprint tracing the legacy of a medieval myth offers nineteen new
critical essays from an international and interdisciplinary group of scholars
examining the cultural literary and mythical inheritance of the legendary half
fairy half serpent melusine
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Melusine's Footprint 2017-11-13
focusing on significant and cutting edge preoccupations within children s
literature scholarship the routledge companion to children s literature and
culture presents a comprehensive overview of print digital and electronic texts
for children aged zero to thirteen as forms of world literature participating
in a panoply of identity formations offering five distinct sections this volume
familiarizes students and beginning scholars with key concepts and
methodological resources guiding contemporary inquiry into children s
literature describes the major media formats and genres for texts expressly
addressing children considers the production distribution and valuing of
children s books from an assortment of historical and contemporary perspectives
highlighting context as a driver of content maps how children s texts have
historically presumed and prescribed certain identities on the part of their
readers sometimes addressing readers who share some part of the author s
identity sometimes seeking to educate the reader about a presumed other and in
recent decades increasingly foregrounding identities once lacking visibility
and voice explores the historical evolutions and trans regional contacts and
inter connections in the long process of the formation of global children s
literature highlighting issues such as retranslation transnationalism
transculturality and new digital formats for considering cultural crossings and
renegotiations in the production of children s literature methodically
presented and contextualized this volume is an engaging introduction to this
expanding and multifaceted field

The Routledge Companion to Children's Literature and
Culture 2023-11-30
on the 200th anniversary of the first edition of mary shelley s frankenstein
transmedia creatures presents studies of frankenstein by international scholars
from converging disciplines such as humanities musicology film studies
television studies english and digital humanities these innovative
contributions investigate the afterlives of a novel taught in a disparate array
of courses frankenstein disturbs and transcends boundaries be they political
ethical theological aesthetic and not least of media ensuring its vibrant
presence in contemporary popular culture transmedia creatures highlights how
cultural content is redistributed through multiple media forms and modes of
production including user generated ones from below that often appear
synchronously and dismantle and renew established readings of the text while at
the same time incorporating and revitalizing aspects that have always been
central to it the authors engage with concepts value systems and aesthetic
moral categories among them the family horror monstrosity diversity education
risk technology the body from a variety of contemporary approaches and highly
original perspectives which yields new connections ultimately frankenstein as
evidenced by this collection is paradoxically enriched by the heteroglossia of
preconceptions misreadings and overreadings that attend it and that reveal the
complex interweaving of perceptions and responses it generates published by
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bucknell university press distributed worldwide by rutgers university press

Transmedia Creatures 2018-10-19
building on the success and importance of three previous volumes relational
psychoanalysis continues to expand and develop the relational turn under the
keen editorship of lewis aron and adrienne harris and comprised of the
contributions of many of the leading voices in the relational world volume 5
carries on the legacy of this rich and diversified psychoanalytic approach by
taking a fresh look at the progress in therapeutic process included here are
chapters on transference and countertransference engagement dissociation and
self states analytic impasses privacy and disclosure enactments improvisation
development and more thoughtful capacious and integrative this new volume
places the leading edge of relational thought close at hand and pushes the
boundaries of the relational turn that much closer to the horizon contributors
lewis aron anthony bass beatrice beebe philip bromberg steven cooper jody
messler davies darlene ehrenberg dianne elise glen gabbard adrienne harris
irwin hoffman steven knoblauch thomas ogden spyros orfanos stuart pizer philip
ringstrom jill salberg stephen seligman joyce slochower donnel stern paul
wachtel

Relational Psychoanalysis, Volume 5 2014-01-27
a benchmark text developmental genetics and plant evolution integrates the
recent revolution in the molecular developmental genetics of plants with
mainstream evolutionary thought it reflects the increasing cooperation between
strongly genomics influenced researchers with their strong grasp of technology
and evolutionary morphogenetists and sys

Natural Areas Journal 2009
iain banks was one of the finest writers of his generation the wasp factory
appeared in 1984 to great and gratifying controversy one reviewer helpfully
described it as quote a work of unparalleled depravity quote there were a
further 27 works of fiction from the prolific banks before his untimely death
in june 2013 at the age of 59 his customary method being to alternate between
contemporary fiction and science fiction the latter genre published under the
name of iain m banks in 2008 the times named banks in their list of the 50
greatest british writers since 1945 this book by moira martingale is the first
full length comprehensive analysis of banks s oeuvre and the thematic and very
gothic interests which preoccupied him these interests include human
monstrosity religious belief the fluidity of identity the evolution of
humankind and the technological adaptations which may order our future at the
outer limits of time and space can be found banks s utopian space civilization
the culture with its emphasis on the distant and unearthly and the opening of
the mind to imaginative possibilities science fiction shares common ground with
gothic fiction of former centuries and the gothic is inherent to all banks s
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fiction dealing as it does with the ambiguities which wriggle uncomfortably and
uncannily around the boundaries between good and evil life and death victim and
villain past and present civilization and primitive barbarity organic and
machine or artificial technology in most of banks s work conventions of the
gothic boil or simmer whether it be the barbarities of the past entering the
present the ambivalent literary device of the doppelganger or the blurred
boundaries between the life of the dreaming unconscious and quote real quote
life banks incorporates the fantastic the mythological and the psychological to
re sculpt the gothic s early fictional motifs and ethical concerns for our own
time and then he projects them star wards enabling him to elaborate a
futuristic myth of socio political salvation through technological expertise
with reference to many other writers including j g ballard stephen king doris
lessing mary shelley and banks s fellow scot alasdair gray this book rather in
the style of the gothic itself straddles the boundary dividing the scholastic
from popular writing the style is clear and accessible and should appeal to
both the academic and the general intelligent reader of banks s work moira
martingale is a journalist author and former columnist for national and
regional newspapers her previous books were published in the uk by robert hale
and internationally by various publishers she has a doctorate in gothic
literature

Developmental Genetics and Plant Evolution 2004-01-29
this book illuminates the racialized nature of twenty first century western
popular culture by exploring how discourses of race circulate in the fantasy
genre it examines not only major texts in the genre but also the impact of
franchises industry editorial and authorial practices and fan engagements on
race and representation approaching fantasy as a significant element of popular
culture it visits the struggles over race racism and white privilege that are
enacted within creative works across media and the communities which revolve
around them while scholars of science fiction have explored the genre s
racialized constructs of possible futures this book is the first examination of
fantasy to take up the topic of race in depth the book s interdisciplinary
approach drawing on literary cultural fan and whiteness studies offers a
cultural history of the anxieties which haunt western popular culture in a
century eager to declare itself post race the beginnings of the fantasy genre s
habits of whiteness in the twentieth century are examined with an exploration
of the continuing impact of older problematic works through franchising
adaptation and imitation young also discusses the major twenty first century
sub genres which both re use and subvert fantasy conventions the final chapter
explores debates and anti racist praxis in authorial and fan communities with
its multi pronged approach and innovative methodology this book is an important
and original contribution to studies of race fantasy and twenty first century
popular culture
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Gothic Dimensions 2013-09-01
contemporary documentary offers a rich survey of the rapidly expanding
landscape of documentary film television video and new media the collection of
original essays addresses the emerging forms popular genres and innovative
approaches of the digital era the anthology highlights geographically and
thematically diverse examples of documentaries that have expanded the scope and
impact of non fiction cinema and captured the attention of global audiences
over the past three decades it also explores the experience of documentary
today with its changing dynamics of production collaboration distribution and
exhibition and its renewed political and cultural relevance the twelve chapters
featuring engaging case studies and written from a wide range of perspectives
including film theory social theory ethics new media and experience design
invite students to think critically about documentary as a vibrant field
unrestricted in its imagination and quick in its response to new forms of
filmmaking offering a methodical exploration of the expansive reach of
documentary as a creative force in the media and society of the twenty first
century contemporary documentary is an ideal collection for students of film
media and communication who are studying documentary film

Race and Popular Fantasy Literature 2015-08-11
for almost fifty years coal dominated the navajo economy but in 2019 one of the
navajo nation s largest coal plants closed this comprehensive new work offers a
deep dive into the complex inner workings of energy shift in the navajo nation
geographer andrew curley a member of the navajo nation examines the history of
coal development within the navajo nation including why some diné supported
coal and the consequences of doing so he explains the navajo nation s strategic
choices to use the coal industry to support its sovereignty as a path forward
in the face of ongoing colonialism carbon sovereignty demonstrates the
mechanism of capitalism through colonialism and the construction of resource
sovereignty in both the navajo nation s embrace and its rejection of a coal
economy for the people of the navajo nation energy sovereignty is dire and
personal thanks to on the ground interviews with diné coal workers
environmental activists and politicians curley documents the real consequences
of change as they happened while some navajo actors have doubled down for coal
others have moved toward transition curley argues that political struggles
ultimately shape how we should understand coal capitalism and climate change
the rise and fall of coal magnify the nuance and complexity of change
historical and contemporary issues intermingle in everyday life with lasting
consequences

Contemporary Documentary 2015-10-05
public relations branding and authenticity brand communications in the digital
age explores the role of pr and branding in society by considering the notion
of authentic communications within the context of an emerging digital media
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environment this qualitative analysis explores the challenge of developing
authentic brand narratives in the digital age whilst questioning the
problematic nature of authenticity itself case studies of public relations
activity of successful brands and those in crisis are supplemented by
interviews with senior public relations and branding practitioners the book
lays out three specific arguments firstly a repositioning of the relationship
between public relations and brand practice is explored it is argued that
public relations practitioners are well placed to facilitate brands in the
digital age because of the inherent acceptance of the value of relationship
building adaptation and boundary spanning embedded in pr practice and best
practice theory secondly the book introduces a new concept of riparian brands
such brands are based on solid core values but have an ability to atune adjust
and naturalise to the prevailing social cultural and economic environment
thirdly the book presents an ontology of the riparian brand in the form of an
authentic brand wheel and 15 real time interaction success factors aimed at
both academics and practitioners interested in the theoretical development of
pr and its emerging relationship with branding it will also be of interest to
scholars of corporate communications corporate reputation and branding

Carbon Sovereignty 2023-04-11
an authoritative guide to the action packed film genre with 24 incisive cutting
edge contributions from esteemed scholars and critics a companion to the action
filmprovides an authoritative and in depth guide to this internationally
popular and wide ranging genre as the first major anthology on the action film
in more than a decade the volume offers insights into the genre s historical
development explores its production techniques and visual poetics and provides
reflections on the numerous social cultural and political issues it has and
continues to embody a companion to the action film offers original research and
critical analysis that examines the iconic characteristics of the genre its
visual aesthetics and its narrative traits considers the impact of major
directors and stars on the genre s evolution puts the action film in dialogue
with various technologies and other forms of media such as graphic novels and
television and maps out new avenues of critical study for the future this
important resource offers a definitive guide to the action film contains
insightful contributions from a wide range of international film experts and
scholars reviews the evolution of the genre from the silent era to today s age
of digital blockbusters offers nuanced commentary and analysis of socio
cultural issues such as race nationality and gender in action films written for
scholars teachers and students in film studies film theory film history genre
studies and popular culture a companion to the action film is an essential
guide to one of international cinema s most important popular and influential
genres

Public Relations, Branding and Authenticity
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2020-01-31
co winner ray pat browne award for best edited collection in popular culture
and american culture howard phillips lovecraft the american author of weird
tales who died in 1937 impoverished and relatively unknown has become a twenty
first century star cropping up in places both anticipated and unexpected
authors filmmakers and shapers of popular culture like stephen king neil gaiman
and guillermo del toro acknowledge his influence his fiction is key to the work
of posthuman philosophers and cultural critics such as graham harman and eugene
thacker and lovecraft s creations have achieved unprecedented cultural ubiquity
even showing up on the animated program south park the age of lovecraft is the
first sustained analysis of lovecraft in relation to twenty first century
critical theory and culture delving into troubling aspects of his thought and
writings with contributions from scholars including gothic expert david punter
historian w scott poole musicologist isabella van elferen and philosopher of
the posthuman patricia maccormack this wide ranging volume brings together
thinkers from an array of disciplines to consider lovecraft s contemporary
cultural presence and its implications bookended by a preface from horror
fiction luminary ramsey campbell and an extended interview with the central
author of the new weird china miéville the collection addresses the question of
why lovecraft why now through a variety of approaches and angles a must for
scholars students and theoretically inclined readers interested in lovecraft
popular culture and intellectual trends the age of lovecraft offers the most
thorough examination of lovecraft s place in contemporary philosophy and
critical theory to date as it seeks to shed light on the larger phenomenon of
the dominance of weird fiction in the twenty first century contributors jessica
george brian johnson carleton u james kneale u college london patricia
maccormack anglia ruskin u cambridge jed mayer suny new paltz china miéville
warwick u w scott poole college of charleston david punter u of bristol david
simmons northampton u isabella van elferen kingston u london

A Companion to the Action Film 2019-03-26
this is a series of introductory books about different types of writing one
strand of the series focuses on genres such asscience fiction horror romance
and crime and the other focuses on movements or styles often associated with
historicaland cultural locations postcolonial native american scottish irish
american gothic authors covered in this volume includewilliam peter blatty ira
levine bramstoker shirley jackson angela carter mary shelley stephen king anne
rice and washington irving

Current Index to Journals in Education 1989
the american gothic novel has been deeply shaped by issues of race and
raciality from its origins in british romanticism to the american gothic novel
in the twenty first century savage horrors delineates an intrinsic raciality
that is discursively sedimented in the gothic s uniquely binary structure
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corinna lenhardt uncovers the destructive and lasting impact of the gothic s
anti black racism on the cultural discourses in the united states at the same
time savage horrors traces the unflinching black resistance back to the gothic
s intrinsic raciality the african american gothic however does not originate
there but in the black atlantic roughly a decade before the first gothic novel
was ever written on american soil

The Age of Lovecraft 2016-04-01
the dramatic decline of democracy in east central europe has attracted great
interest world wide going beyond the narrow spectrum of the extensive
literature on this topic this book offers a comprehensive analysis of ece
region czech republic hungary poland slovakia and slovenia from systemic change
in 1989 to 2019 to explain the reasons of the collapse of ece democratic
systems in the 2010s

Horror Fiction 2005-07-13
a timely intervention into debates on the representation of feminist and
feminine identities in contemporary visual culture the essays in this
collection interrogate how and why certain formulations of feminism and
femininity are currently prevalent in mainstream cinema and television offering
new insights into postfeminist media phenomena

Savage Horrors 2020-04-30
the developmental psychology text covers such topics as darwinian dichotomies
and their dissolution dynamic systems theories the creation and origins of
knowledge and coupled primal and plastic interactions in humans

Declining Democracy in East-Central Europe 2019
a comprehensive and concise survey of the role familial allegiances play in the
french american and german novel with emphasis on the latter specifically
focusing on literary images of the father of the mother and of the child and
their interaction in the literary image of the family twelve major authors are
discussed in detail spanning four literary periods romanticism realism
modernism and contemporary literature with emphasis on the contemporary it
further addresses not only the mainstream literature but also three distinct
minority discourses in german literature feminist homosexual and jewish
annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

Women on Screen 2011-02-08
shape may be regarded as the external contour of an organism while form
describes the three dimensional arrangement of the component parts these are
distinct yet interdependent concepts and both are a consequence of development
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the forces and processes which determine shape and form in plants and fungi
have fascinated botanists and mycologists for centuries theories abound yet
real understanding remains elusive the authors in this volume address these
matters from a wide variety of different standpoints the contributions are not
an attempt to cover the entire field but rather a collection likely to
stimulate new thought and intellectual excitement the strength of the volume
lies in its diversity of approach and philosophy some important themes arise
the creative tension between the holistic and reductionist approaches to
analysis of shape and form the paucity of information on the internal messages
and forces which link genome and phenotype and the potential of research with
unicellular plants and with fungi where the relative simplicity of the systems
for study and the increasing availability of the appropriate analytical tools
should lead to major advances in understanding this volume will prove
invaluable as a basis for discussion between plant scientists ecologists and
evolutionary biologists at all levels

Developmental Psychology 2005-04-11
from rosemary s baby 1968 to the witch 2015 horror films use religious entities
to both inspire and combat fear and to call into question or affirm the moral
order churches provide sanctuary clergy cast out evil religious icons become
weapons holy ground becomes battleground but all of these may be turned from
their original purpose this collection of new essays explores fifty years of
genre horror in which manifestations of the sacred or profane play a material
role the contributors explore portrayals of the war between good and evil and
their archetypes in such classics as the omen 1976 the exorcist 1973 and
dracula has risen from the grave 1968 as well as in popular franchises like
hellraiser and hellboy and cult films such as god told me to 1976 thirst 2009
and frailty 2001

Beyond the Zeus Principle 1993
horror s pleasures fundamentally hinge on looking backward either on
destabilising trauma or as a period of comfort and happiness which is
undermined by threat however this stretches beyond the scares on our screens to
the consumption and criticism of the monsters of our past the horror films of
our youth can be locations of psychological and social trauma or the happy
place we go back to for comfort when our lives become unsettled horror that
haunts us nostalgia revisionism and trauma in contemporary american horror is a
collection of essays that brings together multiple theoretical and critical
approaches to consider the way popular horror films from the last fifty years
communicate embody and rework our view of the past whether we look at our
current relationship to the scary movies of decades ago as personal or cultural
memory the way historical and sociopolitical events and frameworks especially
traumas reframe the way we look at our pasts or even the way recent horror
films and video games look back at our past and the past of the genre itself
through a filter of experience and history this collection will show the close
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relationship between nostalgia and popular horror these essays also demonstrate
a range of unique and diverse points of view from both established and emerging
scholars on the subject of horror and the past edited by seasoned horror
experts karrá shimabukuro and wickham clayton horror that haunts us is a book
with the aim of examining why we return again and again to certain popular
horror films either as remakes or reboots or as the basis for pastiche and
homage

Shape and Form in Plants and Fungi 1994
the management of organisations continues to evolve as new priorities emerge
and new approaches are developed thus it is clear that research into business
and management will also continue to evolve this will be in terms of both what
is researched and in terms of the techniques and methods used to conduct
research such development will continue into the future and this book
highlights evolving areas it also suggests new topics which are emerging and
new techniques to conduct such research topics and techniques that will be of
benefit to researchers the unique focus on the future of research methods in
management the emergence of topics in contemporary management and
sustainability research and practices such as sustainability and circular
economy will set this volume apart with coverage of new and emerging subjects
in management studies such as sustainability zero carbon green market and
circular economy and the international collaboration with contributors from all
around the globe this major interdisciplinary reference volume will be of
interest and great value to researchers academics and advanced students in the
fields of business and management research and appropriate methodologies

Divine Horror 2017-05-15
文明崩壊後の世界を描く傑作ＳＦサスペンス 新型インフルエンザ グルジア風邪 の流行により 人類の99 が死滅し地球の文明が崩壊した パンデミックの幕開けは カ
ナダ トロントの劇場で上演されていた リア王 の主演俳優アーサーの死で始まる 同じ舞台に立っていた８歳の子役キルステンは 彼の死を目の当たりにする そしてそ
の20年後 電気もなく廃墟も残るなか 生き残った人々はわずかな食料や資源を繋いで生活していた そしてキルステンは旅の楽団に入り ミシガン湖周辺を移動していた
20年前 死の前にアーサーがくれた ドクター イレブン というsf漫画を大切に持ち続けながら ある日 旅の楽団がセントデボラという町で 真夏の夜の夢 を上演し
ていると 観客の中から不気味な 預言者 が現れる アーサーの死までの人生と 文明崩壊後20年目の世界のキルステンの日々が交錯するなか さまざまな人間模様と ド
クター イレブン をめぐる謎が解き明かされる 傑作sfサスペンス 全米図書賞最終候補作

United States Army Aviation Digest 1993

Horror That Haunts Us 2024-04-15

The Routledge Companion to the Future of Management
Research 2023-09-14
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The Century Dictionary 1891

The Century Dictionary: The Century dictionary 1895

San Diego Museum Papers 2000

The Century Dictionary: The Century dictionary 1895

The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia: The Century
dictionary 1897

The Century Dictionary and Cyclopedia 1895

ステーション・イレブン 2015-02-11

Books In Print 2004-2005 2004

The Pembroke Magazine 1982
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